Gender Dimensions?
23. What arrangement of mirrors would produce the multiple images of Ann Margaret shown in Fig. 35.51?

**Figure 35.51**

**representation**

*Women* vs. *men*
Culture

• Believed to be “Culture without culture”

• Herculian culture

• Instead – diversity is necessary for quality and excellence.
Dimensions

- **Subject** of the study – what is studied and why? Conclusions?

- **Methodology** – how is it studied and why?

- **Researchers** (individuals) – who studies it and why?

- **Research groups** – How connected?

- **Institutions/organisations** – how is it organised?
Stewart and Valian: An Inclusive Academy

Drew and Canavan (Ed): The Gender-Sensitive University

Gonsalves and Danielsson: Physics Education and Gender
Whose curiosity...

.... Is curiosity-driven research addressing?